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MODULE 3: NURSING UNIT MANAGEMENT (VPK4B30) 
TIME:1½ Hour                                                                      MARKS:50  
 
QUESTION 1 
 
1.1 Design a strategy for ensuring compliance to the Rights of Patients in your nursing unit under 
the following headings: 
 
a) Philosophy of the unit including elements of the philosophy                                (4) 
b) Vision and mission statement of the unit                                                              (2) 
c) Operational plan (showing eight (8) objectives, one action for each objective, responsible 
person (DTR) and time lines per activity).                                        (24) 
                                                                                                                                 *[30] 
 
   
QUESTION 2 
 
2.1  Evaluate the quality of nursing unit management to determine if the unit is well organised. 
 Present this in an evaluation instrument.   *[10] 
 
 
QUESTION 3 
 
3.1 The Unit Manager plays a leading role in promoting participative management strategies 
and principles in a unit. Elaborate on this statement by applying the principles of 
participative management.                                                       *[10]                                                                          
 
 
MODULE 4: CLINICAL NURSING EDUCATION 
TIME: 1½ HOUR                                                                       MARKS: 50 
 
QUESTION 4 
 
  
4.1  Identify the problems that may be experienced by the unit manager as a learning 
accompanist in a unit of your choice. Propose solutions to the problems identified. Tabulate 
your answer.                                                                                           *[20]       
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4.2     The Unit Manager has to develop a staff development program for personnel in the unit. 
 
4.2.1 Discuss the guidelines that should be applied for the development of the 
program. *[8]                           
 
4.3    Evaluation of clinical competence is vital in nursing practice to improve the Standards of 
nursing care.  
 
4.3.1 Analyse the principles upon which clinical evaluation should be based. [12]  
 
4.4       Differentiate between the following: 
 
4.4.1    Case study and a teachable moment – present in a table format. (1 mark 
each). *[10]  
 *[50] 
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MODULE 3: NURSING UNIT MANAGEMENT (VPK4B30) 
Time:1½ Hour                                                                      Marks:50  
 
QUESTION 1 
 
1.1 Takalani Hospital is a 200-bed general hospital in rural Maputaland. The hospital is critically 
short-staffed. As the newly employed unit manager of Buffalo Ward, you are concerned 
about the very high absenteeism rate of the nursing staff in the unit. The nurses complain 
about a shortage of staff and inadequate equipment. These limitations prevent them from 
rendering the expected level of nursing care and also lead to demoralisation. 
 
1.1.1 Based on the case study, present the following: 
a)  Philosophy of the unit including elements of a philosophy                    (4)                  
b)  Vision and mission statements of your unit                                           (2)                                           
c)  Do a swot analysis on the unit                                                               (4)                                                              
d)      Compile an operational plan to manage the challenges identified        (20) 
          * Maximum five (5) objectives          *[30]                                                                              
 
 
QUESTION 2 
                  
2.1 You have an experienced team of nursing staff in your unit. Most have worked   there for a 
long time and are capable of functioning independently. Recently you became aware that 
most are requesting their off duties to accommodate their personal needs and the patient’s 
needs ignored. Compile a presentation to discuss the principles that must be applied for 
adequate scheduling.     (10)                                                                                                  
 
2 .2 Formulate a policy for the Medical Ward on the management of personnel grievances. (10)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                           *[20] 
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MODULE 4: CLINICAL NURSING EDUCATION (VPK4B30) 
TIME:1½ HOURS                                                              MARKS:50 
 
QUESTION 3 
 
3.1 Compare the Behaviourist and Constructivist learning approaches in table format using 
the following headings: 
 
(a) Definition                                                                                                        (3) 
 
(b) Role of the learning accompanist                                                               (8) 
 
(c) Role of the nurse as an adult learner                                                           (8) 
  
(d) Applications in the clinical unit (6) 
 *[25] 
                                                                                                                                                     
  
QUESTION 4 
 
4.1    The adult learner must display certain characteristics for learning to take place during 
professional socialisation. 
 
4.1.1 Discuss 5 (five) characteristics of adult learners according to Muller (2009).      (5)    
 
4.2  Differentiate between the following: 
 
4.2.1 Role play and a demonstration                                                             (10) 
 
4.2.2 Teachable moment and nursing round                                              (10) 
  *[25]   
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